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(i)   

Part A and B of each question in each Unit consist
of very short answer type questions which are to
be answered in one or two sentences.

(ii)  200-
250

400-450

Part C (Short answer type) (Word limit 200-250)
and Part D (Long answer type) of each question
should be answered within the word limit (400-450

words) mentioned.

–I

(Unit–I)

1. 2

What is meant by ideal organisation ?

2

Explain any three concepts of Organisational

Behaviour.

4

Explain perceptual mechanism.

Or

Explain in brief the socio-psychological theory

of personality.

12

What is meant by Organisation Behaviour ?

Discuss its importance.

Or

Describe the stages of Personality Development.
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–II

(Unit–II)

2. 2

What do you mean by Inter-unit conflicts ?

2

Define Conflicts.

4

Explain in brief the modern theory of conflict.

Or

Why conflict arise ? State any three cause of

conflict.

12

Throw light on the effect of the organisational

conflict.

Or

Explain and differentiate between the traditional

and modern approaches to conflict.

–III

(Unit–III)

3.

2

What is meant by formal and informal group ?

2

Explain sensitivity training.

4

What do you mean by small group ? Explain its

characteristics.

Or

State the objectives of Organisation Development.
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12

Describe the structure and function of a group.

Or

“Organisation Development is a new gimmick

popularized by management consultants”. Discuss.

–IV

(Unit–IV)

4.

2

Distinguish between Vertical Communication and

horizontal communication.

2

How many elements and forms are there in

communication ?

4

Discuss the importance of communication in an

organisation.

Or

Describe the objectives or goal of communication.

12

Describe the merits and demerits of bodily

gestures as a medium of communication.

Or

Evaluate the different models of communication.

d 
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